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Creating moments of joy jolene brackey



Writer and speaker across the country, Julian Brachy, will help you through everyday Battles of Alzheimer's with practical wisdom, encouragement, and humor. Julien shows us how to clarify and even find humor in the most charged situations. Love, love create moments of joy approach to manage
situations and answer questions. Click here to buy presents on DVD!click here to buy creating moments of joy! Five minutes later, the person will forget what was said and done; feel, however, lingers on. –Jolene Top reviews Most recent Top reviews Acknowledgments xHow to Use This Book xiiPrelude
xivDefining MomentsSigns 2Get a Diagnosis 4Early Stages 6Understanding the Person 8Family MomentsI Promised 16I Can't Leave 'Em 18Love: Noun or Verb 20Taking Care of Yourself 22They Look Great! 24th hand jumping I'm here to take care of you! 28You Can't Drive 30Finances 34Funerals
(Should we take them?) 38Outings with Less Stress 40Holidays 'n' Family Reunions 42People Stop Visiting 44Not Forgotten 48Who Are You? 50 What love do you have? 54 What does this person like? 55. Email you! 56 Challenge moments develop their 60Live truth level 64 I want to go home 68Stop
correcting they are 72You wrong... They're right 76Blame it's in something else 78Your mood affects their mood 80th choice of 81 mothers I've never... 82Swearing 84Vomited On 86The Facts Are All Off 88See Authority 90Everything Gets Lost 92Replace, Replace, Replace 94Glasses Dentures Hearing
Aids 96Repeat, Repeat, Repeat 98Nonsense! 100 Rotation 101 Saturation Obsession 102Kick Start 104Joy 106Look Good, Feel Good, Play Good 108Honey, Dearie, Sweetie 110Men... Being gentle men 112Socially involved 116Moments discomfort 118Hallucinations 120Sundowning 122Wandering,
hoarding, fighting 124Age fit 126Th image 128v talking about sex 132 moments trapomatic 136 violent moments 138bas right to life 140 Images 144Medication 146Transitioning MomentsWhen Is It Time to Move? 152Choosing Community Care 156What To Expect 160Creating Safe Haven 162 Where's
My Room? 166 Favorite 168 GamesThreeat your 170th birthday from a lifetime 174 questionnaire 176 How do they love you? 182Memory Box 184Life Reflection 186Music Don't Wonders 188A Commercial About TV 192Ring, Loop, Loop 194This Your Room! 196It's Saturday Night! Where's 198 out
there? 204Suppertime!!!!! Your 210Get Zzz started 216 moments so you want to visit? 222Let's Talk Communication 226Quality Connections 228Yes 'n' No Questions 230 How Are You? 231 When in doubt... Laugh 232Share Your Life 234 WordsMagic 235Saying Goodbye 236Sparking Moments
237Child 'n' Pet Therapy 238Art vs. Crafts Me 242Drink Up 244Walking, Walking, Walk 246Quiet as a Church Rat 250Breaking Bread 252Final MomentsWindows in Brain 256Late Steps 260Power from Touch 262 Final Moments 266Be Gentle 268Ju Breathe 270Be Like Duck 272Be Like Sun
273Spiritual Power 274 Beginning 275 Comment 276Create Moment 278 About 281 Authors on This Presentation, you are sure to see the landscape. A vision that will soon look beyond the challenges of Alzheimer's disease and focus much of our energy on creating moments of happiness. It's impossible
to create an absolutely wonderful day, but you can create absolutely fantastic moments. Getting Jolene energy and gaining fun, simple ways to bring happiness and hope into the everyday. Julien's passion is to change society's attitude toward aging by inspiring minds, rejuvenation of spirits and
empowering people to make a difference in how we care for our elders.  These programs, which are also available on an educational DVD, can be offered individually or in combination.  Although we can't give back their memories to those with Alzheimer's, we can give them an experience that begins their
memory. They may not understand what you're saying, but they're more likely to understand what they see, touch, smell and hear. Learn ways to trigger memories by giving them your stuff back. It's not about the big things we do. It's about the simple pleasures we share every day. There are
understandable reasons why people with dementia don't like the bathing process. In this presentation, Julien looks at those reasons to help ignite a new understanding. Answers to questions from when, where, and how people have always taken a bath, will offer more familiarity - and comfort - during the
bathroom process. Discover how to address physical changes that enable a person's independence and reduce confusion; Like color colors, flooring, and spatial planning. By adding striking, familiar items, we can create stimulating trips down the aisle, safe havens inside your rooms, and common areas
look, feel, and smell like a kitchen, a living room, or a dining room from your childhood. Meal times often highlight the day, however they can be the most stressful time, too. This packed idea offers stock activities, verbal, and visual cues to trigger the dining experience. Find many reasons why a person
may eat and obtain solutions to increase meal time. This presentation will help you restore the joy of dining to those who need it most. Families have the knowledge to build bridges between a care provider, and a person with Alzheimer's. Families can share lost details, build links to a person's mind and
help give back their greatness. This will teach families how to move, whether they move, how to visit and what to expect. Helping families Dementia and how to apply it is knowledge. Click here to learn more and book presentations! By Jennifer Gerber on June 28, 2018 on /Date time(s) - 06/28/20189:00
AM - 3:30 pm Download: iCal Place Passenger House Estonia Creek, CATEGORY BROCHURE CNAs, Activity Staff, CMTs, and Nursing Students Attend for $25! Target audience: NHA, RN, LPN, AD, DM, RD/DTR, SW CE Approval: NHA (5 hours; 3 patient care and 2 administrative) Schedule: Register
8:30 a.m., Schedule 9 a.m. – 3:30 p.m..m., lunch 12 – 1 p.m. .m session 1: Create moments of happiness (2 hours office) Goal: share vision! A vision that will soon look beyond the challenges of Alzheimer's disease and focus most of our energy on creating moments of happiness. When the person has
short-term memory the loss of their life is made up of moments. We can't create an absolutely wonderful day, but it's quite unattainable to create a absolutely wonderful moment. When we go to the place where the person lives in his mind, we will create a smile by launching memories in which there is a
barrage. Focusing on the abilities they have left instead of their losses may have the possibility of reviving the soul and us. Five minutes later, they remember what you did or said, but the feeling you will leave them with. As the speaker feels leaving the audience as they laugh, crying and inspired create
moments of joy. Goals 1. Identify the losses that people with dementia experience as the brain dies and how we can help in compensating for these losses. 2. Share many practical verbal and non-verbal communication skills that help the person feel heard and supported. 3. Analyze how to creatively and
effectively transform challenging situations into moments of happiness. Session 2: Saturday night! (1.5 hours of patient care) Goal: People with dementia have real and credible reasons to dislike the bathing process, we will explore those fears and doubts together. We then storm the mind in search of a
new understanding, and explore ways to approach the bathing process to make it a better experience. Answering questions when, where, and how the person has always taken a bath will help provide more familiarity during the bathing process. Eventually, audiences will receive a variety of practical
tidibits that have worked for other care providers to reduce the continent. I have to go see a man on a horse. Talk about fearing people with dementia by bathing. 2. Discover the habits of a lifetime and how to incorporate into the bathing process. 3. Obtain many practical solutions that reduce bathing
stress. 4. Reduce infinity by creating wayfinding clues to the bathroom and using familiar terms. Session 3: Enhanced Memory Activities (1.5 Hours of Patient Care) Goal: When Trying to Figure Out What Works And Doesn't Work, Your Face Each person is unique so there can be no rules when fissioning
how to hit an individual's identity. Avoid playing in your head whether something will work or not. Try anything and everything and the experience will teach you. Remember that they don't usually understand the words that come out of your mouth, but they're more likely to understand what they see, smell
and hear. so... Put stuff in your hand and see if it triggers an answer. It's not about the great things we do; you'll see it's about simple pleasures, example: smiles. Whenever someone finds something that causes a positive reaction... tell everyone . so... We can all create a better day. Goals 1. Discover
treasures per person and how to combine these treasures into an enhanced memory program. 2. Discover the individual's growth level and understand what abilities the person has left, then simple, until there is success. 3. Detect when they do something that causes a positive reaction. 4. Understand
when a person with dementia gets a better day, they too, getting a better day. Lecturer: Jolene Brackey, BA, Owner, Advanced Moments, Paulson, Montana. Founder of advanced moments and author of the book, creating moments of joy. Julian Brachy is a celebrated nationwide speaker on Alzheimer's
education. He has a B.A. from Iowa State University and extensive experience with people with Alzheimer's. Jolene has been a keynote speaker at many conferences where family members, CNAs, and professionals share what works and doesn't work. So, the biggest education is to be loved with and
having someone with Alzheimer's. Bookings for the event have been closed. Subscribe to our email newsletter to receive updates. Updates.
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